In this article, we propose a multimodal perspective to diagrammatic representations by sketching a description of what may be tentatively termed the diagrammatic mode. We consider diagrammatic representations in the light of contemporary multimodality theory and explicate what enables diagrammatic representations to integrate natural language, various forms of graphics, diagrammatic elements such as arrows, lines and other expressive resources into coherent organisations. We illustrate the proposed approach using two recent diagram corpora and show how a multimodal approach supports the empirical analysis of diagrammatic representations, especially in identifying diagrammatic constituents and describing their interrelations.
Introduction
Multimodality research is an emerging field of study which examines how communication builds on appropriate combinations of multiple modes of expression, such as natural language, illustrations, drawings, photography, gestures, layout and many more. Modern multimodality theory has developed a battery of theoretical concepts to support more strongly empirical analysis of such complex communicative situations and artefacts. Several core concepts, including semiotic mode [4, 18] , medium [8, 5] and genre [3, 12] , theorise how individual modes of expression are structured and what precisely enables them to combine and co-operate with each other. Although diagrams are often acknowledged to draw on multiple modes of expression [26] , they have rarely been approached from the perspective of multimodality research. In this article, we bring the stateof-the-art in multiomdality research to bear on diagrams and introduce what we tentatively term the diagrammatic mode. By doing so, we seek to complement previous discussions of diagram syntax and semantics [20] by introducing a multimodal, discourse-oriented perspective to diagrams research.
To exemplify the proposed approach, we discuss two recently published multimodal diagram corpora building on the same data but differing in terms of the analytical frameworks used and how their annotations are created. We argue that adopting a multimodal, corpus-based approach to diagrams has several arXiv:2001.11224v1 [cs.CL] 30 Jan 2020 benefits, chief among them being a deeper empirically-supported understanding of diagrammatic representations and their variation in context, which also has practical implications for the computational modelling of diagrams.
A multimodal perspective on diagrams
The notion of multimodality is not always understood in the same way across the diverse fields of study where the concept has been picked up -those fields include, among others, text linguistics, spoken language and gesture research, conversation analysis, and human-computer interaction. More recently, Bateman, Wildfeuer and Hiippala [8] have proposed a generalised framework for multimodality that extends beyond previous approaches by offering a common set of concepts and an explicit methodology for supporting empirical research regardless of the 'modes' and materials involved. This broadly linguisticallyinspired, semiotically-oriented approach is the framework we adopt here; it is with respect to this orientation that the central concepts of semiotic mode, medium, and genre mentioned above receive a formal definition. The result is a general foundation capable of addressing all forms of multimodal representation, including diagrammatic representations. Our general orientation is then to focus particularly on how we make and exchange meanings multimodally, drawing directly on the framework the general orientation provides.
Within this framework, the core concept of semiotic mode is defined graphically as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1 . This sets out the three distinct 'semiotic strata' that are always needed for a fully developed semiotic mode to operate [4, 8] . Starting from the lower portion of the inner circle, the model requires all semiotic modes to work with respect to a specified materiality which a community of users regularly 'manipulates' in order to leave traces for communicative purposes; second, these traces are organised (paradigmatically and syntagmatically) to form expressive resources that characterise those material distinctions specifically pertinent for the semiotic mode at issue; and finally, those expressive resources are mobilised in the service of communication by a corresponding discourse semantics, whose operation we show in a moment. This general model places no restrictions on the kinds of materiality that may be employed; for current purposes, however, we focus on materialities exhibiting a 2D spatial extent.
Building on this scheme, we set out on the right-hand side of the figure an initial characterisation of the specific properties of the diagrammatic mode. The 2D materiality of the diagrammatic mode not only allows the creation of spatial organisations in the form of layout, but is also a prerequisite for realising many of the further expressive resources commonly mobilised in diagrams, such as written language and arrows, lines, glyphs and other diagrammatic elements, which also inherently require (at least) a 2D material substrate. An example of the corresponding expressive resources typical of the diagrammatic mode is offered by the "meaningful graphic forms" identified by Tversky et al. [27, p. 222] , such as circles, blobs and lines. These can also be readily combined into [27, p. 223 ]. In fact, theoretically, the diagrammatic mode can draw on any expressive resource capable of being realised on a materiality with a 2D spatial extent, although in practice these choices are constrained by what the diagram attempts to communicate and the sociohistorical development of specific multimodal genres by particular communities of practice [3, 12] . Finally, it is the task of the third semiotic stratum of discourse semantics to make the use of expressive resources interpretable in context. Embedding expressive resources into the discourse organisations captured by a discourse semantics is crucial to our treatment. This addition formally captures how (and why) fundamental graphic forms, such as those identified by Tversky et al. [27] , may receive different interpretations in different contexts of use. Put differently, the purpose of discourse semantics is to identify candidate interpretations which are then resolved dynamically against the context in which the expressive resources appear, typically applying defeasible abductive principles as characterised for language by, for example, Asher and Lascarides [2] . The notion of discourse semantics defined by Bateman, Wildfeuer and Hiippala extends these mechanisms to apply to all forms of expression so that, as Bateman observes, "discourse semantic rules control when and how world knowledge is considered in the interpretation process" [4, p. 22] .
Principles of this kind can readily be observed in diagrams and their interpretations. Some combinations of expressive resources, such as written labels and lines that pick out a part of an illustration, allow their meaning to be recovered from their immediate context without extensive world knowledge -this means that their discourse semantic treatment requires relatively little reference to contextual information. Conversely, using arrows and lines to represent processes in the real world naturally demands the viewer to relate whatever is being represented to that world knowledge [1] . Again, the principal formal difference lies in the range of constraints specified in the discourse semantics. The contribution of discourse semantics is also not limited to guiding the interpretation of local discourse relations that hold between two or more diagram elements, because such local interpretations are also always evaluated within the context provided by the global discourse organisation, which may as a consequence already nudge a viewer towards particular candidate interpretations rather than others.
The diagrammatic mode now appears sufficiently stable to have outgrown specific materialities since diagrammatic expressive resources can generally be recognised whenever they appear. For example, one usually recognises a diagram when encountered in a newspaper, scientific publication, school textbook or some other medium purely on the basis of the kinds of material regularities present. Media also act as 'incubators' for new mode combinations [8, p. 124 ]. School textbooks, for example, constitute a medium which regularly combines the diagrammatic mode with other modes of expression to support learning [11, 23] . And aerial photography often draws on the diagrammatic mode in the form of labels and lines to support the interpretation of photographic images [8, p. 280] . In all such cases, it is the well-developed discourse semantics of the diagrammatic mode that allows it to 'latch' on to other semiotic modes. Underlying properties of the medium that arise from its materiality can also foster new mode combinations that involve the diagrammatic mode; for example, when the materiality allows manipulation, such as the capability for interactivity in screen-based media, we begin to find interactive data visualisations on digital media [13] . Finally, the combination of materiality, expressive forms and discourse interpretations provides a robust foundation for further considerations of diagrammatic reasoning as well. Since in general a semiotic mode may draw on any kind of material regularity, this readily includes semiotic systems relying substantially on iconicity, while the discourse description provides mechanisms akin to metaphor construction. Although we cannot go into detail here, the relation between multimodality theory and Peircean views of semiosis, including iconicity, is discussed at some length by Bateman [6] .
To summarise, diagrams are shaped by both the medium they occur in and the genre they participate in. This means that, ideally, when building multimodal corpora for diagrams research, both medium and genre should be accounted for. In reality, however, multimodal corpora that strongly anchor diagrams to their context of occurrence while simultaneously providing a rich description of their multimodal structure remain non-existent. With this point in mind, we now turn to discuss two recent diagram corpora and their description of the diagrammatic mode from the perspective of multimodality.
Multimodal diagram corpora
In this section, we introduce two interrelated diagram corpora, AI2D [17] and AI2D-RST [14] , which build on one other, AI2D-RST covering a subset of AI2D.
The Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence Diagrams dataset
The Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence Diagrams dataset (AI2D) was developed to support research on computational processing of diagrams [17] . AI2D contains a total of 4903 diagrams that represent topics in elementary school natural sciences, ranging from life and carbon cycles to human physiology and food webs, to name just a few of the 17 categories in the dataset. Because the diagram images were scraped from the web using school textbook chapter headings as search terms, the corpus covers a wide range of diagrams created by producers with various degrees of expertise with the diagrammatic mode, such as students, teachers and professional graphic designers. As the diagrams have been removed from their original context during scraping, little may be said about the medium they originated in. For this reason, it may be suggested that AI2D approximates how diagrams are used in learning materials realised using various media.
AI2D models four types of diagram elements: text, blobs (graphic elements), arrows and arrowheads. Although these elements cover the main expressive resources mobilised in these diagrams, no further distinctions are made between visual expressive resources, such as drawings, illustrations and photographs, for instance. Each diagram in the dataset is nevertheless provided with several layers of description. First of all, instances of the four diagram element types were segmented from the original diagram image by crowd-sourced workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk 3 . The elements identified during this layout segmentation provide a foundation for a Diagram Parse Graph (DPG), which represents the diagram elements as nodes, whereas the edges define their semantic relations, which are described using ten relation definitions drawn from the framework proposed by Engelhardt [9] . Figure 2 shows as an example the treatment given to a diagram originally scraped from the web, diagram #4210 in AI2D. In the middle of the figure we see its crowd-sourced layout segmentation and, below that, its corresponding DPG. The original diagram represents a rock cycle, that is, transitions between different types of rock, using a combination of an illustration (a cross-section) whose parts are described using written language. These parts set up the stages of the rock cycle, which are then related to one another using arrows.
For the formation of the AI2D corpus, annotators were instructed to identify units and relationships. As the resulting layout segmentation image in the middle of the figure shows, text blocks and arrowheads were segmented using rectangular bounding boxes, whereas more complex shapes for arrows and various types of graphics were segmented using polygons. The layout segmentation illustrates well how crowd-sourced annotators tend to segment diagrams to quite uneven degrees of detail. Here the entire cross-section is assigned to a single blob (B0), although a more accurate description would be to segment separate parts of the cross-section, such as magma and various layers of rock. We will see shortly how such omissions readily compromise the accurate description of semantic relations in the DPG. The edges in the DPG carry semantic relations such as arrowHeadTail between arrow A2 and arrowhead H2 in the upper part of the diagram, which act as a connector in an interObjectLinkage relation between text blocks T1 ('Magma flows to surface ...') and T2 ('Weathering and erosion') (see the layout segmentation and DPG in Figure 2 ). As these relations exemplify, the relations drawn from Engelhardt [9] are intended to cover local relations that hold between diagram elements positioned close to each other or connected using arrows or lines [17, p. 239 ], but neglect the relations needed to describe the global organisation of the diagram, that is, relations between units that are made up of multiple elements.
Crowd-sourcing coherent graph-based descriptions of diagrams is certainly a challenging task, which may partly explain why isolated nodes and multiple connected components are commonly found in AI2D DPGs. This is also exemplified in the DPG in Figure 2 , in which the diagrammatic representation is used to describe a rock cycle, but this cyclic nature is not reflected by the structure of the DPG, although the AI2D annotation schema does in principle provide the relation definitions necessary for describing this process, such as interOb-jectLinkage and intraObjectRegionLabel [17, p. 239 ].
This problem emerges from insufficient detail in the layout segmentation. The crowd-sourced annotators were not instructed to decompose cross-sections or other visual expressive resources capable of demarcating meaningful regions. The blob B0, which covers the entire cross-section, is as a consequence not segmented into its component parts -the stages of the rock cycle with labels such as 'Magma' (T5) and 'Metamorphic rock forms from heat and pressure' (T8) -which pick out particular regions of the cross-section through visual containment [9, p. 47] and set up the stages of the cycle. Because the cross-section (B0) constitutes a single unit, an otherwise applicable relation such as intraObjec-tRegionLabel cannot be used to pick out the corresponding region, because the regions are not available in the inventory of elements. As such, the description is not sufficiently detailed to represent a cyclic structure.
The challenges related to decomposing diagrammatic representations described here relate to the well-known problem of identifying 'units' in any visuallybased semiotic mode. Bateman and Wildfeuer [7] consider this issue in the medium of comics and argue for a discourse-based approach to identifying analytical units, whereby the discourse organisation of some larger unit (e.g. a panel in a comic or an entire diagram) may determine which elements are to be picked up for interpretation in a given context. In other words, their discourse semantics simultaneously supports decomposing larger units into their component parts and resolving their potential interrelations, always with the goal of maximising discourse coherence [7, p. 377 ]. This suggests that for visual media, such as diagrams, it will often be more effective not to operate with a pre-defined inventory of elements (i.e., defining units bottom-up), but instead to allow the inventory of relevant elements to change dynamically as interpretations are made and updated (top-down). This is precisely the mechanism that discourse seman-tics supports. In the next section, we show how this approach can be used for a more effective design of a multimodal corpus of diagrams.
AI2D-RST -a multimodally-motivated annotation schema
One formalism that has frequently been applied to the description of discourse semantics in multimodality research is Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), which was developed as a theory of text organisation and coherence in the 1980s [19] . Originally, RST attempted to describe why well-formed texts appear coherent, or why individual parts of a text appear to contribute towards a common communicative goal [25] . As a part of an extension to multimodal discourse, RST has been used to describe multimodal discourse structures in various media [3, 24, 12] . Most recently, RST has been applied to diagrams in the AI2D dataset as a part of an alternative annotation schema that seeks to provide a more multimodallyinformed description of diagrammatic representations [14] .
This dataset, called AI2D-RST, covers 1000 diagrams from the AI2D corpus, annotated using a new schema by experts trained in the uese of the schema [14] . The development of AI2D-RST was motivated by the observation that the AI2D annotation schema introduced above conflates descriptions of different types of multimodal structure [15] , such as implicit semantic relations and explicit connections signalled using arrows and lines into a single DPG. These can be pulled apart multimodally to better understand how these structures contribute to diagrammatic representations.
For this reason, AI2D-RST represents each diagram using three distinct graphs corresponding to three distinct, but mutually complementary, layers of annotation: grouping, connectivity and discourse structure. Figure 3 shows examples of all three graphs for the diagram introduced in Figure 2 . To begin with, the grouping layer (top right) organises diagram elements that are likely to be perceived as belonging together into visual perceptual groups, which are loosely based on Gestalt properties [28] . The resulting organisation is represented using a hierarchical tree graph. Grouping nodes with the prefix 'G' are added to the graph as parents to nodes that are grouped together during annotation. The grouping nodes can be picked up in subsequent annotation layers to refer to a group of diagram elements and thereby serve as a foundation for the description of both the connectivity and discourse structure layers.
The connectivity layer (bottom left) is represented using a cyclic graph whose edges represent visually explicit connections signalled using arrows and lines in the diagram. As the connectivity graph in Figure 3 shows, these cover explicit connections only. The diagram is thus revealed as leaving several gaps in its characterisation of the rock cycle, namely between the stages represented using text blocks T7 ('Magma cools beneath surface ...') and T1 ('Magma flows to surface ...'), and between T2 ('Weathering and erosion) and T3 ('Transport'). It is consequently left to the viewer to fill in such connections during discourse interpretation. These connections are explicitly not included in the description of connectivity in order to capture discrepancies between explicit visual signals, such as arrows and lines, and implicit meanings that may then only be recovered from the discourse structure.
In AI2D-RST, such implicit discourse relations are handled by the third layer, that of discourse structure, which uses Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [19, 25] to describe semantic relations between diagram elements. The relations defined by RST are intended to capture the communicative intentions of the designer, as judged by an analyst, and are added to the discourse structure graph as nodes prefixed with the letter 'R' as shown in the graph bottom right in Figure  3 ; the edges of the graph describe which role an element takes in the discourse relation, namely nucleus ('n') or satellite ('s'). The notion of nuclearity is a key criterion in definitions of semantic relations in RST. Following the original RST definitions, AI2D-RST represents the discourse structure layer using a tree graph: if a diagram element is picked up as a part of multiple rhetorical relations, a duplicate node is added to the graph to preserve the tree structure.
In Figure 3 , the specific rhetorical relations in the bottom right graph include identification (R1-R6), cyclic sequence (R7) and background (R8). Since AI2D-RST still builds on the inventory of diagram elements provided by the original layout segmentation in AI2D, this requires some compromises in the RST analysis. Here the original annotator of the diagram had concluded that most text instances serve to identify what the arrows stand for, namely stages of the rock cycle. The image showing the cross-section (B0), in turn, is placed in a background relation to the cyclic sequence relation. The definition of a background relation [19] states that the satellite (B0) increases the ability to understand the nucleus (R7), which is the top-level relation assigned to the diagram's representation of the entire cycle. This is however a very crude description of the discourse structure of the diagram in Figure 3 because B0 is actually providing far more information. This information is crucial for understanding what the diagram is attempting to communicate but we cannot know that such a decomposition is necessary without considering the rhetorical discourse organisation of the diagram as a whole. For example, if we instead take a hypothetical illustration of a volcano accompanied by the text 'Volcano', this would not require decomposition because the most plausible relation between the text and the illustration in this case is simply that of identification.
This demonstrates why the decomposition of diagrams should instead be pursued from a top-down direction, emphasising the discourse structure [7] . Without prioritising the analysis of discourse structure, it is difficult to know which aspects of the diagrammatic mode are being drawn on and which elements should be included in the description of discourse structure. A cross-section such as the one shown in Figure 2 is, in fact, very likely to use illustration or other semiotic resources capable of representing and demarcating meaningful regions in 2D layout space [22] . This possibility makes the question of whether the capability is actually being drawn on pertinent and, if the capability is used, raises further the issue of the extent to which the illustration must be decomposed so as to achieve the inventory of elements needed for making appropriate inferences about the discourse structure.
Next step: adding discourse-driven decomposition to AI2D-RST
Having concluded that analytical problems arising from the original layout segmentation are being propagated from AI2D to AI2D-RST, in this section we propose an alternative, discourse-driven layout segmentation that relies more fully on the modelling distinctions provided by our adopted definition of semiotic modes. Figure 4 shows a decomposition motivated by discourse structure for our example diagram #4210 picking out relevant parts of the cross-section. In contrast to the crowd-sourced segmentation in Figure 2 , here the cross-section has been decomposed with the goal of maximising the coherence of discourse structure, which involves making available all the elements needed for such a representation of the diagram and its communicative intentions using the AI2D-RST annotation schema. This is illustrated in Figure 5 , which applies the AI2D-RST annotation schema to the diagram elements identified during decomposition in Figure 4 . Figure 4 . The dashed lines in the connectivity graph indicate edges in the grouping graph. Note that the grouping node identifiers prefixed with 'G' are not carried over from the grouping to the connectivity graph in this visualisation, as the grouping node identifiers are aliases used in the annotation tool and are replaced with randomly generated, unique identifiers in the corpus.
When provided with a sufficient inventory of diagram elements, the grouping graph reflects key structural properties of the diagram far more accurately. The grouping graph (left) contains two subgraphs, whose root nodes G10 and I0 correspond to the cross-section and cycle, respectively. Keeping in mind that the grouping graph seeks to capture visual groupings, this already provides a strong cue for two visually distinct configurations. The AI2D-RST annotation schema refers to such structural configurations as macro-groups, which constitute established configurations of the diagrammatic mode that may be flexibly combined in diagrams. To summarise, the grouping graph then already pulls these macrogroups apart and provides a foundation for their further analysis. In a moment, we shall see how these macro-groups are integrated in the discourse structure graph. The connectivity graph in Figure 5 reveals that the diagram makes perhaps surprisingly limited use of arrows and lines as an expressive resource despite the intention that the diagram represent a cycle. The diagram does use arrows to set up connections between some individual elements and their groups, but the connectivity graph does not exhibit a cyclic structure. Some arrows, such as A2, have clear sources (T1; 'Magma flows to surface ...') and targets (T2; 'Weathering and erosion'), whereas other arrows, such as A4, do not. This seems to encourage two alternative frames of interpretation for arrows [1] : some clearly signal transitions between stages (A2, A3), whereas others indicate the overall direction of the cycle (A4, A0).
The disconnections in the connectivity graph raise a crucial question: how does an interpretation involving a cyclic structure emerge, if it is not clearly signalled using arrows? The answer to this question may be found in the discourse structure of the graph as a whole, which relies largely on written language as an expressive resource. This allows the diagram to describe stages of the rock cycle explicitly using clausal structures, e.g. "Metamorphic rock forms from heat and pressure", but does not express the relationships diagrammatically using arrows. The verbal descriptions are instead frequently placed in relation with specific regions of the cross-section, as shown in the discourse structure graph in Figure  6 . Fig. 6 . Discourse-driven layout segmentation and discourse structure graph for diagram #4210 Figure 6 illustrates how the cross-section and the cycle, which form separate subgraphs in the grouping graph in Figure 5 , are tightly integrated in the discourse structure graph, which captures their joint contribution towards a shared communicative goal. The specific rhetorical relations in Figure 6 and criteria for their application, based loosely on Bateman [3, p. 149-162] , are given in Table  1 . Note that these criteria are presented in an abbreviated form, whereas those actually defined in RST are stricter. Beginning from the top of the table, several identification relations are used to name regions (R1) and arrows (R6, R3). In relation R3, identification is extended to both arrows A0 and A1, which are joined together using the joint relation R2. elaboration relations R4-R5 and R7-R9, which assign descriptions to specific regions of the cross-section, explain most of the phenomena depicted in the diagram. Table 1 . Rhetorical relations in the discourse structure graph in Figure 5 Identifier ( All of these descriptions contribute towards an interpretation involving a cycle, which requires not only world knowledge, but is also supported using cohesive ties between lexical elements, such as the nouns 'magma' and 'rock' and the verb 'to form'. The cycle itself is represented by the cyclic sequence relation R11, which joins together the individual descriptions, which form its steps. Because the cycle also includes two possible alternatives, that is, whether magma cools below or above ground to form rocks, this is captured by the disjunction relation R10.
This analysis has attempted to illustrate some of the methodological benefits of adopting a discourse-driven approach to unpacking the structure of diagrammatic representations and the applicability of RST to describe their semantics. In the following section, we conclude by briefly discussing some of the principal implications of our analysis for diagram research more generally.
Discussion
The analysis above suggests that a multimodal perspective can yield valuable insights into diagrammatic representations, but only when the characteristics of the diagrammatic mode are accounted for appropriately. Instead of building pre-defined inventories of diagrammatic elements, which are rapidly exhausted when faced with data that do not fall neatly into the categories defined, one should invest in mapping the expressive resources available to the diagrammatic mode and describing the kinds of discourse structures they participate in. Which expressive resources are actually encountered, however, should not be assumed beforehand, but always be treated as an open question to be answered through empirical research.
We can also consider the potential contribution of multimodality research to diagrams research in a broader context. For instance, the recent framework proposed by Engelhardt and Richards seeks to define "universal building blocks of all types of diagrams and information graphics" [10, p. 201 ]. This includes signs present in the diagram, or its graphic components, their participation in graphic structures and their meaning, but excludes "context-related aspects" related to diagram use [10, p. 203] . A multimodal perspective is inherently geared towards addressing all of the aforementioned aspects of diagrammatic representations, and spanning from form to contextually-motivated use.
The context in which the diagrammatic mode is used and to what effect strongly constrains which expressive resources and which of their capabilities are mobilised for signification. More specifically, just like any other semiotic mode, the diagrammatic mode is subject to constraints arising from genre, that is, staged, socially-motivated use of semiotic modes for achieving specific communicative goals [3] . This has been aptly exemplified in recent research on graphical abstracts in scientific articles, which use the diagrammatic mode to summarise article content [16, 21] . In plain words, what the diagrams are used for influences their graphic components and relations, and multimodality research provides the concepts needed to discuss this variation.
Multimodality research can also contribute towards a deeper understanding of signification in diagrams, as this is precisely what expressive resources do as part of the diagrammatic mode. As our analysis shows, diagrams that represent cycles do not necessarily need to draw on arrows for this purpose: the diagrammatic mode provides alternatives, such as written language, whose structural features (here: cohesive ties) may be used to cue a discourse semantic interpretation involving cyclicity. This allows a fine-grained decomposition of the proposed building blocks of diagrammatic representations [16, 10] . Conversely, multimodality research is likely to benefit from the concepts developed in diagrams research for producing systematic descriptions of expressive resources. This will, however, require a significant effort in triangulating what has been done previously in multimodality and diagrams research, and aligning their theoretical concepts as necessary [5] .
Finally, our findings also carry implications for the computational modelling of diagrams. In particular, problems with the AI2D annotation [17] underline the need for domain expertise in describing the diagrammatic mode in order to achieve a description that respects its specific features. When applied to diagrams, computer vision tasks such as instance-level semantic segmentation and visual question answering must acknowledge particular characteristics of the diagrammatic mode. They should not be based simply on assumptions concerning how such tasks are defined for processing pictorial representations, since pictures constitute a quite different family of semiotic modes with rather different properties. Particularly important here is the issue of the appropriate level of semantic segmentation, that is, to what extent the mode in question needs to be decomposed into its components. Developing appropriate descriptions of the diagrammatic mode for computational modelling is therefore a task that needs to involve research communities working on both diagrams and multimodality.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a multimodal perspective on diagrammatic representations, and presented a description of the diagrammatic mode, exemplifying the proposed approach using two recent multimodal diagram corpora. Multimodal analysis involves decomposing diagrammatic representations into their component parts, and we have argued for the need for a decomposition driven by discourse structure -that is, what the diagrammatic representations attempt to communicate and how their organisations explicitly guide readers to candidate interpretations. Capturing segmentations of this kind explicitly in appropriately designed corpora ensures that the necessary diagrammatic elements are available for further analysis. We suggest that given the widespread use of diagrams and their variation in different domains, an extensive programme of corpus-driven research of the kind we have proposed is now essential for developing an empirically-motivated account of diagrams and the rich internal workings of the diagrammatic mode.
